
The renewed

tricycle for adults
EASY RIDER



The Easy Rider tricycle is the third generation adult tricycle by Van Raam. Because of 
the unique frame, there is a low entry, and the center of gravity lies lower. Getting off 
the bike is easy because the bike has a slightly higher seat. Together with the forward 
pedaling movement, this gives the bike its unique riding comfort. 

The easy rider is very easy to ride on, even if you have never ridden on 
a tricycle before. The suspended frame and seat with adjustable back 
support and tailbone relief give the user perfect sitting and cycling 
comfort. The small turning circle makes the Easy Rider extremely 
maneuverable.

The new aerodynamic design of the Easy Rider tricycle has a sporty look, 
partly due to its hydroformed frame parts. Almost all of the wiring runs through the 
frame. Not only does this look better, but it also gives the cables extra protection. In 
addition, the Easy Rider has a chain hose instead of a chain guard, which not only 
contributes to a beautiful design but is also practical.

Suitable for

Adults who want to ride a tricycle comfortably, and with a stable and secure feeling. 
The Easy Rider is available in the sizes Medium (standard), and Large. This makes the 
bike suitable for both small and large adults. The tricycle is capable of carrying up to 
140 kg by default.

This Easy 
Rider 3 is the 

replacement for the 
Easy Rider 2



Options

With the many different adjustment options and extra options such as a shopping 
basket, stick holder, mirror, or a frame colour of your choice, the tricycle can be 
adjusted completely to your wishes. 

Do you choose the electric pedal support? Then the 
Easy Rider will be equipped with a HT motor in the 
rear swingarm with the power directly on the 
rear axis. The bike is also delivered as a Smart 
E-Bike which means you can view data about 
your battery and bike in the Van Raam 
E-Bike App. The Van Raam pedal support 
system has 3 support modes as well 
as a starting aid and the possibility to 
cycle backwards. In addition, the electric 
version has an external charging port in 
the backrest of the bike. With this easy 
to reach charging point the battery can 
be charged directly without removing the 
battery from the bike.

Benefits Easy Rider 

2 frame sizes: Medium (standard) and Large

Very stable

Agile because of a small turning circle

Pedal support possible (Smart E-Bike)

Comfortable seat with tailbone relief and adjustable back support

Low entry

Suspended frame for optimal comfort

Easier to cycle on than traditional tricycles

Less pressure on the back, neck, shoulders, and wrists due to special cycling position



Technical specifications

Standard color          (RAL 7026) Granite grey
Inside leg length          M: 65 - 88 cm | L: 85 - 108 cm
Boarding height          35 cm
Weight           M: 49 kg | L: 51 kg
Max. cycle length         M: 225 cm | L: 242 cm
Max. cycle width          78 cm

More information?

Scan the QR-code or 
visit the website: 
www.vanraam.com

Benefits Easy Rider with pedal support

External charging port in the backrest of the bike to charge the battery

Pedal support with 3 support modes, starting aid and possibility to cycle backwards

HT motor in the rear swingarm with the power directly on the rear axis

Smart E-Bike


